entered the picture. A new science of forgiveness has developed, and education for forgiveness and forgiveness therapy has been proposed (Enright, 2001 ).
Frank Farley (1996) in his 1993 Presidential Address to the American Psychological Association (APA), argued that horror is the Number 1 problem confronting humanity. In the aftermath of horror, the idea of forgiveness always arises. But few documentary films have attempted to depict the process from horror to forgiveness, engaging horror at the source in real contexts and following the course of forgiveness and reconciliation with real people and apparently genuine forgiving. Roger Spottiswoode and Lekha Singh's film Beyond Right and Wrong: Stories of Justice and Forgiveness is an exemplary exception. It has won multiple awards, including an APA award in 2013, and has been shown before the UN General Assembly. The film takes the viewer through an emotional roller-coaster involving terrible personal tragedies and confrontations of victim and perpetrator. Forgiveness is often sought by the latter and given by the former.
In the opening moments of the film, viewers meet Beata, a Rwandan mother who is later featured talking of forgiveness with Emmanuel, the man who, with others, slaughtered her five children with machetes in the Rwandan genocide. The 1994 genocide is briefly described, including mention that approximately 800,000 Tutsis were killed by Hutus. Other short vignettes involving victims and perpetrators are presented as well. One is of a middle-aged man blinded when 10 years old by a bullet from an Irish soldier. Here the victim seeks out the perpetrator after this long period of time to say he has no hatred toward him and that he forgives him.
These and other vignettes are all heartbreaking stories of individual lives being profoundly affected by terrible violence and of the relationship between the victim and the perpetrator, with the evolution of forgiveness depicted for some of the victim-perpetrator relationships.
In some vignettes, the perpetrator is not identified, but in most cases he is (note, all perpetrators in the film are men). The underlying theme is simple and profound. Can forgiveness from a victim of horror help both victim and perpetrator, and can such forgiveness fit into a common understanding of justice?
The candor of many of the victim/perpetrator meetings is astounding, with Spottiswoode and Singh able to extract clearly authentic emotions particularly from the victims, often many years after the precipitating violence. Not all scenes involve a confrontation between victim and perpetrator. Some simply show expressions by the victims of their sorrow and the need for understanding and forgiveness. In a few instances the victims are the parents of a child killed by the enemy, as noted above. The range of examples of heinous violence leading ultimately to some degree of reconciliation and forgiveness is rich and varied. These are not cases of social slight, personal rejection, or banal moral trespass; these are in every case examples at the very heart of darkness, with the revelation of some degree of redemption and forgiveness.
Some of the vignettes are more transformational and compelling than others, often raising significant questions in our minds as to the rightness or wrongness of the course of action being taken. One example, noted above, is Jo Berry's meeting with IRA member Magee upon his release from prison for killing her father. Their meeting comes across as a public discussion, as friends considering the power of forgiveness. Aside from the possibly faint hint of Stockholm syndrome, their duet seems to whitewash a killing and proselytize how killer and victim (albeit indirect victim) can get along just fine. They gloss over reprehensible behavior, discussing issues as if they were before an audience in a sittingroom session, to be followed by tea and tasties.
A starker example of problematic forgiveness, the most emotionally memorable instance in the film, is that of Beata and Emmanuel, noted above. In their early discussions Emmanuel, who admitted being among those who slaughtered her five children with machetes, approaches Beata for forgiveness, without luck. But after several discussions she finally forgives him! This astounding conclusion (which in our view would profit only the perpetrator, with any benefit to Beata being accomplished at the heavy cost of accepting horror) has the clearest implications for the film's central themes. Yes, forgiveness and reconciliation might help the victim deal with the psychic pain, and that is good, but is there not a larger cost to society in this selfless act? Could such consequences of horror reinforce the horror by making it somehow sanitized, understandable, and by taking away some of its sting? If forgiveness makes victims feel better, lifting a psychic burden, is there a terrible cost of that in taking away some of the horror and immorality of the violence?
The psychological effects of forgiveness on perpetrators have been little studied. Is not the prime directive regarding the human perpetration of horror to stop it in the first place? We applaud the creative work of Enright (2001) and others who have advanced our
